OFFICE SLUTS: Five Sex at Work Erotica Stories

Office sluts make work fun! In this red-hot
collection from Naughty Daydreams Press,
youll find plenty of smokin hot girls
getting it on in all sorts of ways, so get to
workwith your kindle!
1. DEBBIE
DELIGHTS THE BOSS (A Slutty
Secretary Erotica Story) (Office Sex
Stories) by Cindy JamesonDebbie is tired
of being in the background. When a new
sales manager shows up, shes determined
to use all of her abilities to ensure that she
shines brighter than the slutty secretaries at
the office. Tom wont know what hit him
because when Debbie gets determined,
Debbie gets what she wants. And this slutty
secretary wants to fuck the boss bad.2.
DANIS BOSS LIKES TO DOMINATE (A
First Bondage Sex Encounter Erotica
Story) by Tracy BondDani and her husband
have been having a tough time since hes
been out of work. Shes willing to do
anything to get and keep a job, and Nick is
just the kind of a boss who knows how to
take advantage of something like that.
Dani will soon learn that she can certainly
become the breadwinner at homebut shes
going to need to learn to submit at the
office like a very good little slut wife!3.
YOU TOOK IT, NOW TAKE IT! A Very
Rough Gangbang Short by Veronica
HalsteadGrace needs money for her
company, and to get it she has to go to
David Barnes, whos still angry that she
refused his sexual advances early in their
careers. David makes a simple deal. Hell
fund her company, but he gets to own her
body for a full weekend. Desperate, she
agrees, but she finds out that Davids plans
for his property include using her to satisfy
not just his own desires, but some of his
major shareholders as well. Its a rough
first gangbang complete with her first anal
sex, hard deep throat, and double
penetration!4. CASUAL FRIDAY: A Very
Rough Office Gangbang Sex Short by Julie
BossoCheryl doesnt quite understand that
casual Friday isnt dress like a complete
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whore Friday, and shes going to suffer for
it! Her sales manager is ready to take her
completely, and she has to put up with
some very rough deep throat. Thats not all
thats in store for Cheryl in this office sex
short, though, because he calls in two of his
associates, and she has to take on all three,
and that means hard rough sex, her first
anal sex, and a scorching double
penetration!5. FIRST DAY ON THE JOB
IS A MOUTHFUL: The Lawyers Secretary
Part One by Jessica CrockerCasey is
overjoyed that shes finally got a secretarys
job at a prestigious law firm. It doesnt hurt
thats shes completely attracted to her new
boss. On her first day, a difficult case
sends her to his apartment to deal with
paperwork, but theres only so much stress
her boss can take, and Casey decides to
ease his tensionwith her mouth!Warning:
This ebook contains very explicit
descriptions of sexual activity during
various erotica stories featuring office
sluts. It includes office gangbang sluts,
office rough sex sluts, office reluctant sex
sluts, office group sex sluts, office bondage
sluts, and office secretary sluts. It is
intended for mature readers who will not
be offended by graphic depictions of sex
acts between consenting adults.Office
slutstheyre here and theyre all yours, so
clock in and download today!
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